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Legal Notice
This document has been published by the Hong Kong Association of Banks (“HKAB”) for
informational purposes only. Neither HKAB, its members, committees or working groups nor any
other contributors to this document (each, a “Contributor”) takes any responsibility for the
content of this document or any consequences of using it or relying upon it. The use and
implementation of this document by anyone is at their sole risk. This document should not be
relied upon as a substitute for legal or other professional advice and HKAB encourages users to
take such advice prior to the use or implementation of this document. To the fullest extent
permitted by applicable law, HKAB (for itself and on behalf of each Contributor) disclaims any
and all warranties, representations, conditions and undertakings of any kind in relation to this
document and the implementation of this document (in whole or in part), whether express or
implied, including (but not limited to) implied warranties, representations and conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality, fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement,
compatibility, completeness or accuracy.
Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, neither HKAB nor any Contributor makes
any warranty, representation or undertaking: (i) in relation to the accuracy, quality,
completeness, relevance, adequacy, reliability or validity of any part of this document or the
implementation of this document; or (ii) that this document or the implementation of this
document will meet the requirements of anyone who uses or implements it, is current and free
of defects, errors or omissions; or (iii) that this document or the implementation of this document
will not infringe any rights, title, interests or intellectual property rights of any third party.
HKAB and the Contributors undertake no responsibility to determine whether the document or
any implementation of this document will infringe or violate any rights, title, interests or
intellectual property rights of any third party.
To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, neither HKAB nor any Contributor shall be liable
to anyone in contract, tort, negligence, breach of statutory duty or otherwise for any loss
whatsoever (whether general, special, indirect, direct, nominal, punitive, incidental or
consequential), including (without limitation): loss of profit; loss of revenue; loss of time; loss of
anticipated savings; loss of opportunity; loss or corruption of data; loss of use; loss of business;
wasted expenditure; loss of or damage to physical property; business interruption; or loss of or
damage to goodwill; which may arise in relation to this document and/or its use by any person,
whether or not HKAB or the Contributor were advised in advance of the possibility of such loss.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Application programming interface (API) is a computer programming approach to
facilitating the exchange of information and the execution of instructions between
different computer systems. Banking Open API refers to API that allows third-party access
to the systems of banks, and the execution of those instructions.
Effective implementation of the Banking Open API enables, for example, different banks’
products, information and services to be aggregated easily by users under the same
website/application for comparison and financial planning. New service providers may
also make use of the open information to offer unique products and new customer
experiences.
The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) published the Open API Framework for the
Hong Kong Banking Sector on 18 July 2018. The framework sets out the approach for
banks to implementing Banking Open API functions progressively in four phases starting
from 2019: Phase I — Product Information; Phase II — Customer Acquisition; Phase III –
Account Information; and Phase IV – Transactions.
The Hong Kong Banking sector launched Phase I and Phase II of the Banking Open API in
January 2019 and October 2019 respectively. Based on input via an industry consultation
conducted in September 2020, it was suggested the scope of Phase III Banking Open API
implementation should cover Banking Open API functions that enable read-only access to
select deposit account information including account availability, account status, account
balance and transaction details for retail and business customers.
To facilitate the implementation of Phase III Banking Open API, a set of Banking Open API
standards has been developed in collaboration with the banking industry covering key
areas of Banking Open API customer authentication, user experience, data, technical,
information security and operation standards. The purpose of the Phase III Banking Open
API standards is to enable banks to provide access to the account information outlined
above by third-party service providers (TSPs) in a secure and reasonable manner.
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1.2 Objective and Scope
The objective of this document is to outline the API design and development standards
for banks and TSPs to enable secure access to account information data using Phase III
Banking Open API.
The purpose of this document is to serve as a facilitation tool to support technical
implementation of Phase III Banking Open API. This document is not intended to
constitute legal, regulatory or compulsory TSP onboarding requirements or advice.
Alignment with this document will not automatically render compliance with applicable
regulatory and legal requirements. Mandatory legal and regulatory requirements
prevail where they exceed the recommendations stated in this document.
The Phase III Banking Open API encompasses read-only API functions to retrieve deposit
account information for account availability, account status, account balance and
transaction details for retail and business customers. There are three (3) key functional
processes that will enable TSPs to retrieve deposit account information from banks using
Phase III Banking Open API. These processes are as follows:
TSP registration: A TSP is required to register with a participating bank as
a trusted partner as a first step in utilising the Phase III Banking Open API framework.
Customer consent management: The registered TSP is subsequently
responsible for obtaining customer consent to access customer account information
from the banking partner.
Customer data access: Once customer consent is obtained, the registered
TSP will be eligible to access the customer’s account information utilising the Phase III
Banking Open APIs.
As a general rule, the use, access or storage of customer data for any purpose is not
permitted except for the provision of the account information service as notified by the
TSP to the customer and explicitly consented by the customer to the TSP. TSPs storing
customer data need to be equipped with well-defined capabilities to manage data
acquired through banking Open APIs.
The Phase III Banking Open API Standards describe the processes for sharing customer
data between the bank as the data provider and the TSP as the data consumer. Depending
on the nature of collaboration (e.g., bank-to-bank collaboration), banks can take on the
role of TSP as the data consumer and leverage these standards to enable Phase III Banking
Open API services to customers.

Note: This document is intended to act as a high-level guideline in order to allow banks and TSPs the
necessary flexibility in implementing Phase III Banking Open API. While certain standards have been
prescribed in this document, they should not be considered as the only standards covering all
requirements for Phase III Banking Open API implementation. Banks and TSPs should always refer to
industry best practices, the relevant regulatory and internal requirements, and should apply holistic
controls on information and cybersecurity based on a risk- and principles-based approach to protect
banks’ and TSPs’ systems as well as customer data.
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1.3 Documentation Structure
To assist banks and TSPs in implementing Phase III Banking Open API in a secure and
standardised manner, a total of six (6) Banking Open API standards documents have been
developed for the TSP registration, customer authentication and customer data access
processes. These documents are based upon existing international and industry practices,
and their contents are outlined below.
No. Document
1 Technical
Standards

2

User
Experience
Standards

3

Customer
Authentication
Standards

4

Data Standards

5

Information
Security
Standards

6

Operation
Standards

Content Description
▪ Phase III Banking Open API technical standards for design and
development of APIs covering functional and technical process
flows, RESTful framework, URI structure, HTTP header, response
code, payload structure, pagination, versioning and API fair usage
policy.
▪ Phase III Banking Open API customer experience standards covering
customer experience principles, customer journey, and wireframes
for customer consent management and customer data access
processes.
▪ Phase III Banking Open API implementation standards for customer
consent management process covering integration, endpoints,
permission and API specifications.
▪ Phase III Banking Open API implementation standards for customer
data access processes covering API functions, endpoints and API
specifications.
▪ Phase III Banking Open API information security standards to enable
secure exchanges of data covering certificates, transport-layer
security, OAuth 2.0, OpenID Connect, two-factor authentication
(2FA), cyber and anti-fraud security.
▪ Phase III Banking Open API operation standards to facilitate
implementation of APIs covering the availability, performance,
testing, problem and change-management support processes.
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1.4 Abbreviations and Conventions
The following abbreviations and conventions have been used throughout this document.
Key

Description

2FA
API
Bank

Two-Factor Authentication
Application Programming Interface
Entity providing access to data using Banking Open API
Entity requesting access to data using Banking Open API. For bank-to-bank
collaboration, banks can play the role of a TSP
Distributed Denial of Service
Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure
JavaScript Object Notation
JSON Web Encryption
JSON Web Signature
JSON Web Tokens
OpenID Connect
Representational State Transfer
Transport Layer Security
Third-Party Service Provider
User Interface
Uniform Resource Identifier
Uniform Resource Locator
Extensible Markup Language
Certificate Authority
Transport-Layer Security Mutual Authentication

TSP
DDoS
HTTPS
JSON
JWE
JWS
JWT
OIDC
REST
TLS
TSP
UI
URI
URL
XML
CA
TLS MA
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2 Technical Standards
2.1 Overview
This technical standards document sets out the API design and development
requirements to be considered along with the functional and technical flows to safeguard
customers, banks and TSPs in using Phase III Banking Open API services.

3 Functional Flow
3.1 Overview
The Phase III Banking Open API functional flow illustrates the high-level customer journey
from customer consent for a TSP to access their bank information, through to the bank
sharing data with the TSP. An overview of the key functional processes involved is
described below:
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The customer consent-management process is designed for a single authoriser (same user)
journey. Banks may follow their own established customer authentication and approval
approaches for multiple authoriser journeys and leverage the online customer consent
management process set out in the Phase III Banking Open API Standards.

3.2 Registration
A TSP and bank enter into a bilateral agreement 1 to provide a service that enables
customers to access their bank account information using a TSP application.
The bank should conduct a proper onboarding assessment on the TSP and collaborated
services prior to onboarding the TSP and the collaborated services.2

3.3 Customer Consent Management – Grant Consent
The customer logs in to the TSP application and navigates to select their bank to initiate
the grant consent request.
Upon selection, the TSP displays the consent details including usage, permissions and
sharing duration. The customer reviews the consent details and selects to grant consent
to the TSP.
Upon selection, the TSP informs the customer that they will be redirected to their bank
for authentication. The customer completes authentication using their bank’s two-factor
authentication (2FA) method.
After the customer completes their authentication, the bank displays a list of bank
accounts with consent details. The customer reviews the information and selects the bank
account(s) for which they grant consent.
After the bank completes the grant consent handling, the bank will redirect the customer
back to the TSP where the customer will be presented with a successful grant consent
confirmation page. The bank should notify the customer via an effective channel on the
successful completion of the grant consent process.
The bank and the TSP should set out in a bilateral agreement the requirement for the TSP
to notify the bank in the event of the active removal of a customer account by the TSP
(e.g., the customer opts to delete their account in the TSP’s application).

1

The commercial construct between the TSP and bank is outside the scope of this document
As per the publication issued by the HKMA in 2018 on “Open API Framework for the Hong Kong Banking Sector”, Commercial
Contract (Section 46)
2
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3.4 Customer Consent Management – Renew Consent
The customer logs in to the TSP application and is notified to renew their consent to allow
the TSP to continue accessing their selected bank account data.
Upon selection to proceed, the TSP displays the selected bank account with consent
details. The customer reviews the consent details and selects to renew consent to the TSP.
Upon selection, the TSP informs the customer that they will be redirected to their bank
for authentication.
The customer completes authentication using their bank’s two-factor authentication (2FA)
method.
After the customer completes their authentication, the bank will redirect the customer
back to the TSP where they will be presented with a successful renew consent
confirmation page. The bank should notify the customer via an effective channel on the
successful completion of the renew consent process.
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3.5 Customer Consent Management – Revoke Consent Using TSP Application
The customer logs in to the TSP application and navigates to the consent management
dashboard that displays their bank account(s) with consent status. The customer selects
a bank account to initiate a revoke consent request.
Upon selection, the TSP displays the selected bank account with consent details. The
customer reviews the consent details and selects to revoke consent from the TSP.
Upon selection, the TSP informs the customer of the implications of consent revocation.
The customer reviews and accepts the implications.
Upon acceptance, the TSP requests the customer to confirm consent revocation from the
TSP.
After the TSP completes the consent revocation handling, the customer is presented with
a successful revoke consent confirmation page. The bank should notify the customer via
an effective channel on the successful completion of the revoke consent process.

3.6 Customer Consent Management – Revoke Consent Using Bank Application
The customer logs in to the bank application and navigates to the consent management
dashboard that displays their bank account(s) with consent status. The customer selects
a bank account to initiate a revoke consent request.
Upon selection, the bank displays the selected bank account with consent details. The
customer reviews the consent details and selects to revoke consent from the TSP.
Upon selection, the bank requests the customer to confirm consent revocation from the
TSP.
After the bank completes the consent revocation handling, the customer is presented
with a successful revoke consent confirmation page. The bank should notify the customer
via an effective channel on the successful completion of the revoke consent process.

3.7 Customer Data Access
The customer logs in to the TSP application and completes authentication using the TSP’s
effective authentication method – e.g., two-factor authentication (2FA), which may be
particularly appropriate in respect of high-risk use cases.
Upon successful authentication from the TSP, the customer can view their selected bank
account information.
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4 Technical Flow
4.1 Overview
The Phase III Banking Open API technical flow illustrates the high-level technical processes
that enable banks to provide customer account information to TSPs with customer
consent. An overview of the key technical processes involved is described below:

The customer consent management process is designed for a single authoriser (same user)
journey. Banks may follow their own established customer authentication and approval
approach for multiple authoriser journeys and leverage the online customer consent
management process set out in the Phase III Banking Open API Standards.
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4.2 TSP Registration
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The bank provides a TSP registration service through a developer portal, and the TSP
creates a new account request in this developer portal.
The bank validates the TSP’s new account request details (e.g., first name, last name,
username, password, email ID, security question and answer), creates the new account
and responds with the new TSP account.
The TSP registers its application (the client) with the bank.
The bank validates the TSP’s application registration details (e.g., application name,
application type, etc).
The bank shares the client ID3 and the client secret4 with the TSP.
The TSP stores the client ID and client secret in a secure environment.
The TSP could use a digital certificate with the client ID or unique identifier, issued by
the bank or a third-party Certificate Authority (CA).
In the event of the removal of the TSP’s access (e.g., revocation, end of contract
withdrawal) to the Phase III Banking Open APIs, the bank should invalidate the digital
certificates, client ID, client secret and consent associated with the TSP to remove access
to customer data.

3
4

The OAuth 2.0 Authorisation Framework, 2.3.1 Client Password, https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749#section-2.3.1
The client secret is a unique code that allows the bank to verify the TSP’s application access to the Banking Open API
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4.3 Customer Consent Management – Grant Consent
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The customer logs in to the TSP application (the client) to add a new bank account.
The TSP client application establishes a TLS MA connection to the bank’s authorisation
server using a digital certificate.
The TSP initiates a client credentials grant request with the client ID and client secret. The
bank validates the digital certificate, client ID, client secret, and provides an access token
to initiate the consent management flow for the customer.
The TSP client application establishes a TLS MA connection to the bank’s resource server
using a digital certificate.
The TSP initiates an account consent request to the bank utilising the access token
previously provided.
The bank validates the client ID and access token, generates a consent ID for authorisation
and returns it with “PendingAuthorise” status to the TSP.
The TSP initiates a redirect flow and redirects the customer to the bank’s customer login
interface for customer authentication.
The bank enables two-factor authentication (2FA) which requires authentication using
customer credentials – e.g., username/password and one-time password or using the iAM
Smart platform.
Upon successful customer authentication, the bank will display a list of customer accounts
for the customer to select and grant consent to.
Upon the granting of consent, the bank will update the consent status as “Authorised”,
generate an authorisation code and ID token, and return to the TSP through a call-back
redirect flow. The bank should notify the customer via an effective channel on the
successful completion of the grant consent process.
The TSP client application establishes a TLS MA connection to the bank’s authorisation
server using the digital certificate for the access token request.
The TSP client application initiates the access token request to the bank with the
authorisation code and consent ID.
The bank validates the client ID, authorisation code and consent ID from the access token
request; it generates the access token and refresh token for consent and returns these to
the TSP.
The TSP stores the tokens and the consent ID in a secure environment.
The bank and the TSP should set out in a bilateral agreement the process for the TSP to
notify the bank in the event of the active removal of the customer account by the TSP
(e.g., customers opt to delete their account in the TSP application).
The bank should invalidate consent in the event of the active removal of the customer
account by the TSP.
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4.4

Customer Consent Management – Renew Consent

The customer logs in to the TSP application (the client) to renew their consent.
The TSP client application establishes a TLS MA connection to the bank’s authorisation
server using a digital certificate.
The TSP initiates a client credentials grant request with the client ID and client secret. The
bank validates the digital certificate, client ID, client secret, and provides an access token
to initiate the consent management flow for the customer.
The TSP client application establishes a TLS MA connection to the bank’s resource server
using a digital certificate.
The TSP initiates a renew account consent request to the bank utilising the access token
previously provided.
The bank validates the client ID and access token, checks that the consent (using the same
consent ID) is in an “Authorised” status and returns to the TSP.
The TSP initiates a redirect flow and redirects the customer to the bank’s customer login
interface for customer authentication.
20
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The bank enables two-factor authentication (2FA) which requires authentication using
the customer’s credentials – e.g., username/password and one-time password or using
the iAM Smart platform.
Upon the renewal of consent, the bank generates an authorisation code and ID token and
returns to the TSP through a call-back redirect flow. The bank should notify the customer
via an effective channel on the successful completion of the renew consent process.
The TSP client application establishes a TLS MA connection to the bank’s authorisation
server using the digital certificate for the access token request.
The TSP client application initiates the access token request to the bank with the
authorisation code and consent ID.
The bank validates the client ID, authorisation code and consent ID from the access token
request, generates an access token and refresh token for the consent, and returns those
to the TSP.
The TSP stores the tokens and the consent ID in a secure environment.
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4.5 Customer Consent Management – Revoke Consent Using TSP Application

The customer logs in to the TSP application (the client) to revoke consent.
The TSP client application establishes a TLS MA connection to the bank’s authorisation
server using a digital certificate.
The TSP client application initiates the account consent revocation request and passes the
request to the bank including the consent ID and access token.
The bank validates the client ID, consent ID and access token for the revocation request.
Upon the bank completing validation, the revocation request is posted to the resource
server and the bank processes the revocation.
The bank updates the consent status as “Revoked” and responds to the TSP upon the
revocation being successfully completed. The bank should notify the customer via an
effective channel on the successful completion of the revoke consent process.
Upon the successful response, the TSP should remove the consent and tokens from its
active system.
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4.6 Customer Consent Management – Revoke Consent Using Bank Application

The customer logs in to the bank application5 and initiates the revocation of consent.
The bank application processes the consent revocation request.
The bank application initiates the account consent revocation request with the consent
ID to the authorisation server.
The revocation request is posted to the resource server to process the consent revocation.
Upon the successful revocation, the bank’s application updates the consent status as
“Revoked” and displays a confirmation of the revocation result to the customer. The bank
should notify the customer via an effective channel on the successful completion of the
revoke consent process.

5

The bank’s application is a customer interactive bank application or internal bank application – e.g., internet banking
application, mobile banking application
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4.7 Customer Consent Management – Notification Event Polling for Consent
Revocation

The TSP client application schedules a polling event service which establishes a TLS MA
connection to the bank’s authorisation server using a digital certificate.
The TSP client application initiates a client credentials grant request with the client ID and
client secret for an access token.
The bank provides a response with a valid access token.
The TSP client application sends a request to the bank for polling outstanding events with
the access token.
The bank provides a response to the outstanding events.
The TSP processes the events, submits the event acknowledgement and the outstanding
events request to the bank with the access token.
The TSP should remove the consent and tokens from its active system upon confirmation
of the consent revocation event change.
The bank provides a response that the acknowledgement is received with outstanding
events.
The TSP repeats previous steps until all outstanding events are cleared.
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4.8 Customer Data Access

The customer logs in to the TSP application (the client) to review account information.
The TSP client application establishes a TLS MA connection to the bank’s authorisation
server using a digital certificate.
The TSP client application initiates an access token request with a refresh token.
The TSP client application initiates a customer account information data request to the
bank with an access token and consent ID.
The bank validates the client ID, consent ID and corresponding access token for the data
access request.
Upon the bank completing validation, the data access request is posted to the resource
server, and the bank processes the request.
The bank responds to the TSP with the requested customer data.
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5 Technical Design Standards
5.1 Overview
The technical design standards set out to define the design requirements of the Banking
Open API architecture, enabling the bank to design Banking Open API in a secure way and
with consistent data-sharing services for TSPs.
The bank may wish to consider the following Banking Open API design principles to
facilitate the development of APIs across customer consent management and customer
data access functions:
5.1.2.1 Secure: Adoption of appropriate security protocols is advised covering authentication,
authorisation, integrity and confidentiality of customer data, along with IT system
infrastructure security controls such as antivirus software, firewalls, network
segregation and intrusion-prevention systems to protect system-level assets.
5.1.2.2 Simple and Reusable: Banking Open API definitions should be simple to understand by
all parties and APIs be reusable where possible and appropriate.
5.1.2.3 Consistent: Banking Open API definitions should be consistent to facilitate collaboration
and integration (e.g., endpoints, data elements, data formats, data structure, security
requirements, etc.)
5.1.2.4 Loosely Coupled: The Banking Open API should consider independent functionality
whereby changes in one API component will not affect other APIs – with consideration
given to extensibility of future implementation.
5.1.2.5 Performance: Performance implications should be considered during the Banking Open
API design (e.g., number of requests, response times, payload size, etc.)
5.1.2.6 Implementation-Agnostic: The Banking Open API should enable data access in a
technology-agnostic manner.
5.1.2.7 Traceable: Adoption of an adequate logging approach should capture TSP client
application activity (e.g., log events, data access and transaction details) in the Banking
Open API and facilitate the audit trail capability to the customer.
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6 Technical Development Standards
6.1 Overview
The technical development standards set out to define the Banking Open API
development requirements for developers to build and maintain consistent API
specifications to ease integration between the bank and the TSP.
The bank and the TSP could consider the following Banking Open API development
standards to facilitate the development and integration of bank and TSP applications
across the customer consent management and customer data access functions.

6.2 RESTful API
Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style to expose APIs from the
bank’s service in a secure, uniform, stateless manner to the TSP client application. The
RESTful web service is a lightweight, maintainable and scalable service that is built on the
REST architecture.
The bank could consider using RESTful APIs as the communication protocol and the JSON
data message format for the development of the Phase III Banking Open API.

6.3 URI Structure
The REST architecture leverages a stateless communication protocol (e.g., HTTPS),
whereby resources are accessed using uniform resource identifiers (URIs) which are
typically links on the web.
A consistent URI structure with short and meaningful descriptors could be used for
Banking Open API endpoints to facilitate integration. The bank could consider using the
following URI structure.
URI Structure – Syntax
<domain> / <static-text> / <version> / <relative-path> / <request parameter, if any>
URI Attribute

Description

Domain

Base path of URI to connect endpoints of the authentication server and
resource server.
Static text to map the Banking Open API base path.
Released version number of API specification.
Actual endpoint of URI from API specification to call.
Optional attribute of URI to send value using request parameter.

Static Text
Version
Relative Path
Request Parameter
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Examples of API URI:
GET https://www.bank.com.hk/OpenApi/data/v1/accounts
GET https://www.bank.com.hk/OpenApi/data/api/v1/accounts/{accountId}

6.4 HTTP Header
The HTTP header facilitates the exchange of the resources format and security
parameters for the HTTP request and HTTP response in RESTful web services.
The bank and the TSP could consider the following Banking Open API header definition
requirements and parameters.
Request Header
Header Field

Description

Content-Type

Standard HTTP header indicating the format of the payload provided in the
request. Content-type could be set to application/json.
Customer last logged-in time with the TSP application.

x-fapi-authdate
x-fapicustomer-ipaddress
x-fapiinteraction-id
Authorisation

Customer IP address when making a request with the TSP application.

Unique correlation ID to the playback response for each request.

Standard HTTP header that allows credentials to be provided to the
authorisation/resource server. Based on the OAuth 2.0/OIDC framework, this
consists of basic or bearer authentication schemes.
AcceptStandard HTTP header to indicate the natural language set used in the
Language
response.
Response Header
Header Field

Description

Content-Type

Standard HTTP header indicating the format of the payload provided in the
request. Content-type could be set to application/json.
Unique correlation ID to playback response for each request.

x-fapiinteraction-id
Retry-After

Header indicating the time (in seconds) that the TSP could wait before
retrying an operation. The bank could consider including this header along
with responses with the HTTP status code of 429 (Too Many Requests).
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6.5 Response Code Usage
The HTTP response code indicates the status of the HTTP response from the server – e.g.,
success or error, followed by a short description.
The bank and the TSP could consider the following Banking Open API response code
definitions to facilitate the easy understanding of error messages.
Message

HTTP
Status

Description

Returned Returned
by POST by GET

Returned
by DELETE

Get
Request
Success
Create
Request
Success
Delete
Request
Success
Status not
Modified

200 OK

API request is successful, return
response body from the bank.

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

Service
Invalid

Certificate
Invalid or
Expired
Access
Token
Invalid
Incorrect
Request
Method
Request
Format
Error
Unsupport
ed Media
Type

201
Created

Create new resource is
successful, return response body
from the bank.
204 No
Delete resource is successful,
Content
return no content in response
body.
304 Status Document not modified and
not
return no content in response
Modified body.
400 Bad
Invalid request access from the
Request
customer or TSP; or the request
parameter is not supported by
the bank.
401
Signature or certificate in the
Unauthori request is invalid or expired to
sed
establish connection for client
ID.
403
Invalid access token or access
Forbidden token expired in the bank
request.
405
Invalid method or method not
Method
supported by resource server.
Not
Allowed
406 Not
Invalid request formats in the
Acceptabl request header – e.g., does not
e
match with the bank’s expected
format.
415
Media type in the request is not
Unsupport supported by target API
ed Media resource.
Type
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Too Many
Requests
Internal
Server
Error
Service
Unavailabl
e
Gateway
Timeout

429 Too
Many
Requests
500
Internal
Server
Error
503
Service
Unavailabl
e
504
Gateway
Timeout

Simultaneous customer account
access per millisecond
exceeded.
API server error.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

API service currently not
available.

Yes

Yes

Yes

API server unable to respond
within expected time.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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6.6 Payload Structure
The payload structure defines the contents of a data-packet, including the field-naming
convention, the field path relative to the data root, and the field definition.
The bank and the TSP could consider using the JSON object format for the request and
response payload.
The bank and the TSP could consider maintaining a consistent data format when defining
the payload structure of the Banking Open API.
Request Payload
The bank and the TSP could consider using the JSON object format for the request payload
through the POST and PUT methods of the HTTP request.
The JSON object could contain the primary input parameters required for each endpoint
and meta information (e.g., pagination, authorisation data, etc.)
Response Payload
The bank and the TSP could consider using the JSON object format for the response
payload through the GET, POST and PUT methods of the HTTP response.
The JSON object could contain the response data object of specific endpoints (e.g.,
account balance), links object (e.g., self-URI) and meta information (e.g., additional
information specific to data error).
Error Response Payload
The error response payload is used to classify errors encountered in RESTful API services
with error messages from the Banking Open API response.
The bank and the TSP could consider using the JSON object format for the error response
payload through the GET, POST and PUT methods of the HTTP response.
The JSON object could contain the response data object of specific endpoints (e.g.,
errorCode, errorMessage, URL).
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6.7 Pagination
Pagination is the process of splitting digital content into separate pages and adding
consecutive numbers to identify the sequential order of pages and avoid failure in a large
data response (e.g., timeout error).
6.7.1.1 The bank could support the TSP request with pagination query parameters (e.g., page
and page-size in the RESTful request URL).
The bank could consider the following guidelines to provide a paginated response for GET
operations that return multiple records:
6.7.2.1 To provide a link to the next page of resources if the response has subsequent pages of
record (e.g., links.next field in the response).
6.7.2.2 To provide a link to the previous page of resources if the response has previous pages
of record (e.g., links.prev field in the response).
6.7.2.3 The response object could include first page, last page and totalPages fields for a better
pagination experience (e.g., links.first, links.last and meta.totalPages field in response).
6.7.2.4 To ensure the number of records (e.g., 25-1,000 records) is displayed on each page
except for the last page.

6.8 Versioning
Establishing a well-defined version control in the development of the Phase III Banking
Open API specification helps to ease maintenance, change-management, bug-tracking
and backward compatibility.
The bank could adopt the following practice to manage the versioning of the Banking
Open API specification: “<major>.<minor>.<bug fix>”:
6.8.2.1 Major: Version update only when major changes are applied across all or most of the
Banking Open API specification.
6.8.2.2 Minor: Version update only when major changes are applied at the Banking Open API
endpoints level.
6.8.2.3 Bug fix: Version update only when minor documentation changes are made to clarify or
rectify the Banking Open API specification.
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6.9 API Fair Usage Policy
An API fair usage policy enables the bank to adjust its API performance through
configuration by controlling the throughput of incoming requests.
The bank could consider limiting the number of requests to Banking Open APIs to ensure
optimal performance through the configuration of two parameters:
6.9.2.1 Request Rate Limit: Represents the maximum number of requests that the API can
handle in a stable, consistent and successful manner in a set period.
6.9.2.2 Thrust Limit: Represents the maximum number of requests simultaneously served (in 1
millisecond) by the API.
When requests exceed the rate limit or thrust limit, the bank could stop processing the
request and return “HTTP Response Code: 429 – Too Many Requests” error response to the
TSP. The TSP could resubmit the request while complying with the usage policy.
The bank could set access control configuration at the TSP level based on its API fair usage
policy agreed with the TSP through a bilateral agreement.
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Phase III Banking Open API
Standards – User Experience
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7 User Experience Standards
7.1 Overview
This user experience standards document sets out the customer experience requirements
to enable simple, informed and secured data-sharing experiences for customers utilising
the Phase III Banking Open API services, and covers design principles and customer
journeys for customer consent management and customer data access processes.

7.2 Customer in Control
The bank and the TSP should design customer journeys that enable informed decisionmaking, and simple and easy navigation with processes to securely authenticate
customers when using the Phase III Banking Open API services equivalent to the
experience encountered when interacting with their bank.
The bank and the TSP should facilitate customer security and informed design-making by
utilising effective messages and navigation for redirection in the user interface that clearly
differentiates the TSP and bank application domains during the customer authentication
process.
The bank and the TSP should ensure informed customer decision-making by presenting
key information related to customer usage of Phase III Banking Open API utilising clear,
concise and easy-to-understand messages.
The TSP should obtain explicit customer consent subject to the two-factor authentication
(2FA) method via redirection to the bank’s application to share data when utilising the
Phase III Banking Open API services.
The TSP should use clear, concise and easy-to-understand messages to request for the
customer’s consent to share data when utilising the Phase III Banking Open API services.
The bank and the TSP should provide customers with a process to revoke their consent to
share data when utilising the Phase III Banking Open API services.
The bank should ensure that no customer data is shared with the TSP without explicit
customer consent or after consent is revoked.
While the customer should be able to revoke consent at any time, the TSP should inform
the customer of the consequences of consent revocation before taking revocation action.
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7.3 Disclosure and Transparency
The bank and the TSP should provide key information to inform customers how their data
will be utilised with consent when utilising the Phase III Banking Open API services
covering the following areas:
i. Purpose of consent to be granted.
ii. Type of data to be shared.
iii. Purpose of data to be shared.
iv. Parties that will have access to data to be shared.
v. Duration for data to be shared6.
vi. Process to revoke consent for data to be shared.
vii. Implications when consent is revoked.

7.4 Accessibility
The bank and the TSP should assess whether or not the design of the Phase III Banking Open API
service customer journeys meet the needs of all customers, including those with disabilities.
The bank and the TSP could refer to the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 7
for inclusive Banking Open API implementations.
Banks may also refer to the Hong Kong Association of Banks’ Practical Guideline on
Barrier-free Banking Services (“Practical Guideline”) for information relating to
recommendations and good practices for banks in the provision of banking services,
including online banking, to customers with disabilities.8

6

A 90-day period for re-authentication is a security measure based on common international practice. The bank and
the TSP should consider adopting a risk-based approach to evaluate and adjust the period based on their use cases.
7

W3C, Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0, http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/
As per the publication issued by the HKAB in 2018 on “Practical Guideline on Barrier-free Banking Services”,
https://www.hkab.org.hk/download.jsp?isTemp=N&section_id=5&file_name=Practical+Guideline+on+BarrierFree+Banking+Services+%28English%29.pdf
8
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8 Customer Journey
8.1 Overview
This section of the user experience standards document illustrates the customer consent
management and customer data access processes described with wireframe designs. The
supporting wireframe design provided in this section is for illustrative purposes only, with
implementation based on banks’ and TSPs’ established application design.

8.2 Pre-Customer Consent
The customer consent set-up consists of the customer onboarding journey prior to the
TSP requesting consent to access customer data.
The bank and the TSP should use clear, concise and easy-to-understand messages to
provide information to customers on the terms and conditions and privacy notices
covering the following key areas:
Customer Outcome Statement
i. Describes the value proposition of the product or service provided.
Data Usage Statement
i. Describes how data will be used.
ii. Describes how data will not be used without consent.
iii. Describes how data will not be sold to other parties.
iv. Describes how data will not be used for marketing purposes.
Managing Customer Data Statement
i. Describes how customers can revoke their consent for data usage.
Complaints Handling Statement
i. Describes the available channels to resolve customer queries and issues.
Accountability Statement
i. Describes the relevant regulations governing the usage of data.
The bank and the TSP should set a periodic data-usage review process via a bilateral
agreement to ensure adherence to the key areas specified in the terms and conditions
and privacy notices.
The bank and the TSP are required to comply with the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance,
as well as any relevant codes of practice issued by the Office of the Privacy Commissioner
for Personal Data (PCPD) when providing services to the customer utilising the Phase III
Banking Open API.
As a general rule, the use, access or storage of customer data for any purpose is not
permitted except for the provision of the account information service as notified by the
TSP to the customer and explicitly consented by the customer to the TSP. TSPs storing
customer data need to be equipped with well-defined capabilities to manage data
acquired through banking Open APIs.
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8.3 Customer Consent Management – Grant Consent Journey
Journey Overview
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Customer Journey Steps
8.3.1.1 The customer logs into the TSP
application via the TSP’s effective
authentication method – e.g., twofactor authentication (2FA) – and
navigates to select their bank to initiate
the grant consent request.
8.3.2.1
1

Customer Experience Recommendation
8.3.2.1 The TSP should request that the
customer identify the bank to initiate
the grant consent request.
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Customer Journey Steps
8.3.3.1 Upon selection, the TSP displays the
consent details (including usage,
permissions and sharing duration) to the
customer. The customer reviews the
consent details and selects to grant
consent to the TSP.
Customer Experience Recommendation
8.3.4.1 The TSP should clearly state the purpose
for which data will be used.
8.3.4.2 The TSP should show the customer what
data will be shared by the bank. The
data shared should be presented at the
data permission level with an option for
the customer to expand each data
permission to display the detailed data
fields information.
8.3.4.3 The TSP should show when consent for
the customer data will expire (consent
might be valid for a specific duration or
might be ongoing based on the bilateral
agreement between the bank and the
TSP)9.
8.3.4.4 The TSP could ensure customer
confirmation of consent by enabling the
“‘Confirm’ click” function to process the
next step of the journey.
8.3.4.5 The TSP application sends a request to
the endpoint POST /account-consents to
upload the consent object to the bank.
For details of endpoints, please refer to
the customer consent management
endpoints section.

8.3.4.1

8.3.4.2
1

8.3.4.3
1

8.3.4.4

9

A 90-day period for re-authentication is a security measure based on common international practice. The bank and
the TSP should consider adopting a risk-based approach to evaluate and adjust the period based on their use cases.
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Customer Journey Steps
8.3.5.1 Upon selection, the TSP informs the
customer that they will be redirected to
their bank for authentication.

8.3.6.1
1

Customer Experience Recommendation
8.3.6.1 The TSP should inform the customer
that they will be redirected to their
bank’s user interface (mobile or web) for
authentication and authorisation.
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8.3.8.1
1
8.3.8.2
1

Customer Journey Steps
8.3.7.1 The customer completes authentication
using the two-factor authentication
(2FA) method.
Customer Experience Recommendations
8.3.8.1 For the redirection of the customer from
the TSP to the bank’s application, the
bank could provide a UI that is
consistent with their existing e-banking
application.
8.3.8.2 The bank could apply the two-factor
authentication (2FA) method, including
the use of the iAM Smart platform, for
customer authentication.
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8.3.10.1
8.3.10.2

8.3.10.3

8.3.10.4

Customer Journey Steps
8.3.9.1 After the customer completes their
authentication, the bank displays a list of
bank accounts with consent details. The
customer
reviews
the
consent
information (including permissions and
expiry date) and selects the bank
account(s) to grant consent to the TSP,
and then clicks “Confirm” to proceed to
the next step.
Customer Experience Recommendations
8.3.10.1 The bank could display the TSP’s brand
name when requesting the grant
consent request.
8.3.10.2 The bank could allow the customer to
select specific accounts for data-sharing
with the TSP.
8.3.10.3 The bank should show the customer
what data will be shared with the TSP.
The data shared should be presented at
the data permission level with an option
for the customer to expand each data
permission to display the detailed data
fields information.
8.3.10.4 The bank should show when consent for
the customer data will expire (consent
might be valid for a specific duration or
might be ongoing based on the bilateral
agreement between the bank and the
TSP)10.

10

A 90-day period for re-authentication is a security measure based on common international practice. The bank
and the TSP should consider adopting a risk-based approach to evaluate and adjust the period based on their use
cases.
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Customer Journey Steps
8.3.11.1 After the customer selects account(s)
and clicks “Confirm”, the bank could
prompt a redirection notice.

8.3.12.1

Customer Experience Recommendations
8.3.12.1 The bank should inform the customer
that they will be redirected to their TSP
user interface. When the customer clicks
“Continue”, the bank will redirect the
customer back to the TSP user interface
(mobile or web).
8.3.12.2 When the customer is being redirected,
the bank sends an authorisation code to
the TSP.

8.3.12.2
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Customer Journey Steps
8.3.13.1 When the customer selects their
account(s) and clicks “Confirm”, the bank
processes the authorisation. After that,
the bank will prompt a redirection
dialogue.
8.3.14.1

8.3.14.2
8.3.14.3

Customer Experience Recommendations
8.3.14.1 The TSP should confirm completion of
the customer grant consent journey.
8.3.14.2 The TSP should allow the customer to
view the permission details of the
consent. The TSP should show the
customer what data will be shared by the
bank. The data shared should be
presented at the data permission level
with an option for the customer to
expand each data permission to display
the detailed data fields information.
8.3.14.3 The TSP should display when consent for
the customer data will expire (consent
might be valid for a specific duration or it
might be ongoing based on the bilateral
agreement between the bank and the
TSP)11.
8.3.14.4 The bank should notify the customer via
an effective channel on the successful
completion of the grant consent process.

11

A 90-day period for re-authentication is a security measure based on common international practice. The bank
and the TSP should consider adopting a risk-based approach to evaluate and adjust the period based on their use
cases.
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8.4 Customer Consent Management – Renew Consent Journey
Journey Overview
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8.4.2.1

Customer Journey Steps
8.4.1.1 The consent renewal process is initiated
when the customer logs into the TSP
application via the TSP’s effective
authentication method (e.g., two-factor
authentication (2FA), which may be
particularly appropriate in respect of highrisk use cases) and is notified to renew the
consent for the TSP to continue accessing
their selected bank account data.
Customer Experience Recommendations
8.4.2.1 The TSP should display a notification to the
customer when consent requires a renewal.
The TSP application will request a valid
access-token using a long-life refresh token
from the bank to initiate secure client data
access. The renew request should be raised
at any time under the following scenarios:
i. Consent is under authorised status.
ii. Consent has not expired.
8.4.2.2 The bank and the TSP could set a period of
every 90 days for the customer to renew
their consent by performing reauthentication using the two-factor
authentication (2FA) method. A 90-day
period for re-authentication is a security
measure based on common international
practice. The bank and the TSP should
consider adopting a risk-based approach to
evaluate and adjust the period based on
their use cases.
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Customer Journey Steps
8.4.3.1 Upon selection to proceed, the TSP displays
the selected bank account with consent
details. The customer reviews the consent
details and selects to renew consent to the
bank.
8.4.4.1
8.4.4.2

8.4.4.3

8.4.4.4

Customer Experience Recommendations
8.4.4.1 The TSP could ensure the renew consent
step is for the purpose of renewing the
access token only. All consent details would
be maintained as per the previous consent
granted by the customer.
8.4.4.2 The TSP should display its brand name and
customer account(s) to the customer.
8.4.4.3 The TSP should show the customer what
data will be shared by the bank. The data
shared should be presented at the data
permission level with an option for the
customer to expand each data permission
to display the detailed data fields’
information.
8.4.4.4 The TSP should display when consent for
the customer data will expire (consent
might be for a specific duration or it might
be ongoing based on the bilateral
agreement between the bank and the
TSP)12.

12

A 90-day period for re-authentication is a security measure based on common international practice. The bank
and the TSP should consider adopting a risk-based approach to evaluate and adjust the period based on their use
cases.
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Customer Journey Steps
8.4.5.1 Upon selection, the TSP informs the
customer that they will be re-directed to
their bank for authentication.

8.4.6.1

Customer Experience Recommendations
8.4.6.1 The TSP should inform the customer that
they will be redirected to their bank’s user
interface (mobile or web).
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8.4.8.1
8.4.8.2

Customer Journey Steps
8.4.7.1 The customer completes authentication
using the bank’s two-factor authentication
(2FA).
Customer Experience Recommendations
8.4.8.1 For redirection of the customer from the
TSP to the bank’s application, the bank
could provide a UI that is consistent with
their e-banking application.
8.4.8.2 The bank could apply the two-factor
authentication (2FA) method, including the
use of the iAM Smart platform, for customer
authentication.
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8.4.10.1
8.4.10.2
8.4.10.3

Customer Journey Steps
8.4.9.1 Upon successful authentication, the bank
processes the renew consent request
without updating the consent details. After
that, the bank will prompt a redirection
dialogue.
Customer Experience Recommendations
8.4.10.1 The bank should inform the customer that
they will be redirected to their TSP user
interface.
8.4.10.2 When the customer clicks “Continue”, the
bank will redirect the customer back to the
TSP’s user interface (mobile or web).
8.4.10.3 When the customer is being redirected, the
bank sends the authorisation code to the
TSP.
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Customer Journey Steps
8.4.11.1 After redirecting the customer back to
the TSP application, the TSP presents the
customer with a successful renew
consent confirmation page.

8.4.12.1

Customer Experience Recommendations
8.4.12.1 The TSP should confirm the completion
of the renew consent to the customer.
8.4.12.2 The bank should notify the customer via
an effective channel of the successful
completion of the renew consent
process.
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8.5 Customer Consent Management – Revoke Consent Using TSP Application
Journey Overview
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8.5.2.1

8.5.2.2

8.5.2.3

Customer Journey Steps
8.5.1.1 The customer logs into the TSP
application via the TSP’s effective
authentication method (e.g., two-factor
authentication (2FA) and navigates to
the consent management dashboard
that displays their bank account(s) with
their consent status. The customer
selects a bank account to initiate the
revoke consent request.
Customer Experience Recommendations
8.5.2.1 The TSP should display the company’s
brand name to the customer.
8.5.2.2 The TSP should display a list of
consented customer accounts and the
following consent information in the
consent management dashboard:
i. The bank’s brand name.
ii. Consent status.
iii. Account type and account number.
iv. Consent grant date.
v. Consent expiry date.
8.5.2.3 The TSP should provide a detailed view
of each consent.
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Customer Journey Steps
8.5.3.1 Upon selection, the TSP displays the
selected bank account with the consent
details. The customer reviews the
consent details and selects to revoke
consent from the TSP.

8.5.4.1

Customer Experience Recommendations
8.5.4.1 The TSP should display the following
consent information:
i. The bank’s brand name.
ii. Consent status.
iii. Account type and account number.
iv. Consent grant date.
v. Consent expiry date.
8.5.4.2 The TSP should show the customer what
data will be shared by the bank. The data
shared should be shown at the data
permission level with the option for the
customer to expand each data
permission to display the detailed data
fields’ information.
8.5.4.3 The TSP should provide a “Cancel
Permission” function to the customer for
each consent.

8.5.4.2

8.5.4.3
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Customer Journey Steps
8.5.5.1 Upon selection, the TSP informs the
customer about the implications of
consent revocation. The customer
reviews and accepts the implications.
8.5.6.1

Customer Experience Recommendations
8.5.6.1 The TSP should display the implications of
cancelling consent to the services
provided.
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Customer Journey Steps
8.5.7.1 Upon acceptance, the TSP requests that
the customer confirm consent revocation
from the TSP. The customer selects
“Confirm” to proceed to the next step.

8.5.8.1

8.5.8.2

8.5.8.3

Customer Experience Recommendations
8.5.8.1 The TSP should display a summary of
consent information:
i. The bank’s brand name.
ii. Account type and account number.
iii. Consent status.
8.5.8.2 The TSP should show the customer a list
of data permissions and allow the
customer to expand the level of detail to
show each data permission’s detailed
information data fields.
8.5.8.3 The TSP should request customer
confirmation for the revocation of the
data-sharing consent.
8.5.8.4 Upon customer confirmation, the TSP will
make a request call to the DELETE
/account-consents/{consentId} of the
bank.
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Customer Journey Steps
8.5.9.1 After the TSP completes the consent
revocation handling, the customer is
presented with a successful revoke
consent confirmation page.
8.5.10.1

8.5.10.2

Customer Experience Recommendations
8.5.10.1 The TSP should present the consent
revocation result back to the customer.
8.5.10.2 The TSP should inform the customer that
no further data access will be made
available by the bank to the TSP.
8.5.10.3 The bank should notify the customer via
an effective channel on the successful
completion of the revoke consent
process. The TSP should inform the
customer about the handling of historical
customer data, including but not limited
to the data retention period, the data
retention purpose and the handling
process when data is no longer required.
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8.6 Customer Consent Management – Revoke Consent Using Bank Application
Journey
Journey Overview
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Customer Journey Steps
8.6.1.1 The customer logs into the bank
application and navigates to the consent
management dashboard that displays
their bank account(s) with the consent
status. The customer selects a bank
account to initiate the revoke consent
request.

8.6.2.1

8.6.2.2

Customer Experience Recommendations
8.6.2.1 The bank should provide a consent
management dashboard which displays a
list of consented customer accounts and
the following consent information:
i. The TSP’s brand name.
ii. Consent status.
iii. Account type and account number.
iv. Consent grant date.
v. Consent expiry date.
8.6.2.2 The bank should provide a detailed view
of each consent.
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Customer Journey Steps
8.6.3.1 Upon selection, the bank displays the
selected bank account with consent
details. The customer reviews the
consent details and selects to revoke
consent from the TSP.
8.6.4.1

Customer Experience Recommendations
8.6.4.1 The bank should display the following
consent information:
i. The TSP’s brand name.
ii. Consent status.
iii. Account type and account number.
iv. Consent grant date.
v. Consent expiry date.
8.6.4.2 The bank should show the customer what
data will be shared with the TSP. The data
shared should be presented at the data
permission level with an option for the
customer to expand each data
permission to display the detailed data
fields’ information.
8.6.4.3 The consent management dashboard
should allow the customer to cancel the
consent they have previously granted.

8.6.4.2

8.6.4.3
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Customer Journey Steps
8.6.5.1 Upon selection, the bank requests that
the customer confirms he revokes his
consent to the TSP for accessing account
data.
Customer Experience Recommendations
8.6.6.1 The bank should request for customer
confirmation for the revocation of datasharing consent.
8.6.6.1
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Customer Journey Steps
8.6.7.1 After the bank completes the consent
revocation handling, the customer is
presented with a successful revoke
consent confirmation page.

8.6.8.1

8.6.8.2

Customer Experience Recommendations
8.6.8.1 The bank should display the completion
of consent revocation back to the
customer.
8.6.8.2 The bank should advise the customer
that they should contact the associated
TSP to inform them of the cancellation of
consent and/or that they should
understand the consequences of
cancelling consent.
8.6.8.3 The bank should notify the customer via
an effective channel on the successful
completion of the revoke consent
process.
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8.7 Customer Data Access Journey
Journey Overview
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Customer Journey Steps
8.7.1.1 The customer logs in to the TSP
application
and
completes
authentication using the TSP’s effective
authentication method – e.g., two-factor
authentication (2FA).

8.7.2.1

Customer Experience Recommendations
8.7.2.1 The TSP should request that the
customer performs authentication to
protect his customer data.
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8.7.4.1

Customer Journey Steps
8.7.3.1 Upon successful authentication from the
TSP, the customer can view their
selected bank account information.
8.7.3.2 For details of endpoints, please refer to
the Phase III Banking Open API Data
Standards.
Customer Experience Recommendations
8.7.4.1 The TSP should display the serviceoffering provided using the customer
account information retrieved from the
Banking Open API.
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Phase III Banking Open API
Standards – Customer
Authentication
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9 Customer Authentication Standards
9.1 Overview
This customer authentication standards document sets out the integration, endpoints,
permissions and API specification requirements that use the authorisation code flow13 to
enable the customer consent management process when using Phase III Banking Open
API.

9.2 Integration
The bank and the TSP could consider integrating the following requirements in their
respective application user interfaces to enable the customer consent management
process:
Linking Application:
9.2.2.1 The bank could provide a redirect linking application for integration to the TSP.
9.2.2.2 The bank could provide a browser-based application or mobile application subject to the
mode of collaboration between the bank and the TSP and security considerations.
9.2.2.3 The bank and the TSP could use a dynamic URL for TSP-to-bank and bank-to-TSP
redirection.
9.2.2.4 The TSP could pre-register its redirection URI with the bank as part of the TSP’s
registration process.
9.2.2.5 The TSP could send the redirection URI during the authentication request, and the bank
could perform a validation to ensure the redirection URI matches the pre-registered
value for TSPs.14
Redirection & Call-back
9.2.3.1 The TSP could enable redirection to the bank linking the application for authentication
and providing a call-back function to the TSP’s application with an authorisation code.
9.2.3.2 The TSP could invoke the bank’s application to enable the customer to perform
authentication without the customer having to provide their login credentials to the TSP.

13

OpenID Connect Core 1.0, 3.1 Authentication using the Authorisation Code Flow, https://openid.net/specs/openid-connectcore-1_0.html#CodeFlowAuth
14 OpenID Connect Core 1.0, 3.1.2.1 Authentication Request, https://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core1_0.html#AuthRequest
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9.3 Customer Consent Management Endpoints
The bank and the TSP could consider implementing the following Phase III Banking Open
API endpoints to enable the customer consent management process.
Endpoint

Function

POST /accountconsents

Enables the TSP to request the bank to create an account-consents
resource. The POST API function is used to create an accountconsents resource with consideration given to common API
development practice.
Enables the TSP to retrieve account-consents resource.

GET /accountconsents/{consentId}
DELETE /accountconsents/{consentId}

Enables the TSP to perform deletion of account-consents resource.

Status Flow
9.3.2.1 The bank and the TSP could consider using the account-consents status flow outlined
below to maintain the account-consents resource.

Status Description
9.3.3.1 The bank and the TSP could consider using the status codes definition outlined below to
set up the account-consents resource.
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Status

Status Description

PendingAuthorise

Account-consents resource is initialised and pending for customer
authorisation.
Account-consents resource is rejected due to any cancellation or
interruption of customer authorisation.
Account-consents resource is successfully authorised; the TSP is
allowed to request in-scope customer data before expiry.
Account-consents resource is revoked due to customer consent
revocation request.

Rejected
Authorised
Revoked

Permission Code
9.3.4.1 The permission code is used to represent account access data-types whereby the TSP
can access the resource with the corresponding permission code to obtain available
fields from the interface.
9.3.4.2 The TSP and the bank could consider using the same set of language to describe data
permissions in the customer user interface.
Data Permission

Permission Code

Data Field

Account Availability
Account Status

ReadAccountAvailability
ReadAccountStatus

Account Balance

ReadAccountBalance

Account availability
Account ID
Account number
Account type
Account subtype
Product name
Account status
Account currency
Account ID
Balance type
Balance credit/debit
Balance amount
Account currency
Balance datetime
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Account Transaction

ReadAccountTransaction

Account ID
Account number
Transaction code
Transaction ID
Transaction description
Transaction datetime
Transaction credit/debit
Transaction status
Transaction amount
Account currency
Transaction foreign currency
amount
Transaction foreign currency
Transaction foreign currency
rate
Transaction foreign currency
rate datetime
Balance type
Balance credit/debit
Balance amount
Account currency
Balance datetime

Request Data Model
9.3.5.1 The bank and the TSP could consider using the request data model (‘ConsentRequest’)
outlined below when sending the consent object to the bank via the POST /accountconsents endpoint.
9.3.5.2 UML Diagram
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Response Data Model
9.3.6.1 The bank and the TSP could consider using the response data model (‘ConsentResponse’)
below when responding to the TSP with the consent via the POST /account-consents
and GET /account-consents/{consentId} endpoints.
9.3.6.2 UML Diagram

9.3.6.3 Inheritance: ConsentResponseData object inherits the same information as the
ConsentRequestData with additional fields definition for consentID, status,
creationDate and statusUpdateDate.
9.3.6.4 Associated Account: The bank could manage the association between consent and
account, and provide a corresponding response in the event the associated account is
no longer available (e.g., the account has been closed or suspended). The TSP could
check the account list by requesting GET /accounts endpoint.
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Data Dictionary
Name
permissions

expirationDate

transactionFro
mDate
transactionToD
ate
consentId
status

creationDate
statusUpdateD
ate

Definition
Specifies the Banking Open API
account access data types. This
is a list of data fields being
consented by the customer.
Specified expiration date and
time of the permissions (openended if blank).
Specified filtering start date and
time of the transaction event
(open-ended if blank).
Specified filtering start date and
time of the transaction event
(open-ended if blank).
Unique reference of consent
object in the bank.
Specifies the status of consent
resource in code form.

Class
ExternalPermi
ssionCode

Enumeration
ReadAccountAvailability
ReadAccountStatus
ReadAccountBalance
ReadAccountTransaction

ISODateTime

ISODateTime

ISODateTime

String
ConsentStatu
sCode

PendingAuthorise
Rejected
Authorised
Revoked

Date and time of consent ISODateTime
resource creation.
Date and time of consent status ISODateTime
update.
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Endpoint Request Sample
9.3.8.1 POST Consent – Request Example
POST /account-consents request
POST /account-consents HTTP/1.1
Authorisation: Bearer <access_token>
x-fapi-auth-date: <datetime>
x-fapi-customer-ip-address: <client-ip-address>
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
Accept: application/json
{
"data": {
"permissions": [
"ReadAccountStatus",
"ReadAccountBalance"
],
"expirationDate": "2021-12-22T07:06:20Z "
}
}
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POST /account-consents response – Success
HTTP/1.1 201 Created
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
{
"data": {
"consentId": "string ",
"creationDate": "2020-12-22T07:06:20Z ",
"status": " PendingAuthorise",
"statusUpdateDate": "string",
"permissions": [
"ReadAccountStatus",
"ReadAccountBalance"
],
"expirationDate": "2021-12-22T07:06:20Z "
},
"links": {
"self": "string"
}
}
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9.3.8.2 GET Consent Status – Request Example
GET /account-consents request
GET/account-consents/<consent-id> HTTP/1.1
Authorisation: Bearer <access_token>
x-fapi-auth-date: <datetime>
x-fapi-customer-ip-address: <client-ip-address>
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
Accept: application/json
GET /account-consents response
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
{
"data": {
"consentId": "string ",
"creationDate": "2020-12-22T07:06:20Z ",
"status": "PendingAuthorise",
"statusUpdateDate": "string",
"permissions": [
"ReadAccountStatus",
" ReadAccountBalance"
],
"expirationDate": "2021-12-22T07:06:20Z "
},
"links": {
"self": "string"
}
}
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9.3.8.3

Delete Account Consent – Request Example

DELETE /account-consents request
DELETE /account-consents/<consent-id> HTTP/1.1
Authorisation: Bearer <access_token>
x-fapi-auth-date: <datetime>
x-fapi-customer-ip-address: <client-ip-address>
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
Accept: application/json
POST /account-consents response
HTTP/1.1 204 No Content
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
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9.4 Notification Event Endpoints
Notification Event Polling
9.4.1.1 Notification event polling is a mechanism for the bank server to create a notification
event when resources change in the bank domain, and to provide notification of the
resource change to the TSP using the Banking Open API.
9.4.1.2 The bank could provide an aggregated polling service for customer consent revocation
to the TSP using the Banking Open API.
9.4.1.3 The TSP could access the consent revocation change event through the Banking Open
API based on the API fair usage policy agreed with the bank. Upon the event response,
the TSP could update the consent revocation and delete the access token from its
storage.
Endpoints
9.4.2.1 The bank and the TSP could consider implementing the following Phase III Banking Open
API endpoints to enable the notification event to be transmitted from the bank to the
TSP. This endpoint is developed based on the poll-based security event token (SET)
delivery using HTTP standards.15
Endpoint
POST /events

Function
Enables the TSP to get outstanding notification events from the bank
and to send event acknowledgement to the bank.

Request Data Model
9.4.3.1 The bank and the TSP could consider using the request data model
(‘NotificationEventRequest’) below when responding to the TSP with the consent object
via the POST /events endpoint.
9.4.3.2 UML Diagram

15

IETF, Poll-Based Security Event Token (SET) Delivery Using HTTP, https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8936
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Response Data Model
9.4.4.1 The bank and the TSP could consider using the response data model
(‘NotificationEventResponse’) outlined below when responding to the TSP with the
consent object via the POST /events endpoint.
9.4.4.2 UML Diagram
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Data Dictionary
Name
ack

Definition
List of successfully handled “jti”.

Class
String

returnImmedia
tely

Optional JSON Boolean value that indicates the SET
transmitter should return an immediate response
even if no results are available (short polling).
Size limit for the event collection size in the
response, null or zero input for the field indicates
the bank returned an empty set of outstanding
events.
JSON object containing zero or more SETs being
returned. Each member name is the "jti" of a SET to
be delivered, and its value is a JSON string
representing the corresponding SET. If there are no
outstanding SETs to be transmitted, the JSON object
shall be empty. Note that both SETs being
transmitted for the first time and SETs that are being
retransmitted after not having been acknowledged
are communicated here.
Indicates if there are more unacknowledged events
from the bank in addition to the current response
data list.

Boolean

maxEvents

sets

moreAvailable

Example
“4d3559ec67
504aaba65d4
0b0363faad8
”
true,
false

Integer

20

String

“4d3559ec67
504aaba65d4
0b0363faad8
”

Boolean

true/false
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Endpoint Request and Response Sample
9.4.6.1 POST /events request – Poll-Only Request
POST /events HTTP/1.1
Authorisation: Bearer <access_token>
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
Accept: application/json
{
"returnImmediately": true
}
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9.4.6.2 POST /event response – Success of Poll-Only Request
HTTP/1.1 201 Created
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
{
"sets":
{
"4d3559ec67504aaba65d40b0363faad8":
"eyJhbGciOiJub25lIn0.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.",
"3d0c3cf797584bd193bd0fb1bd4e7d30":
"eyJhbGciOiJub25lIn0.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."
}
}
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9.4.6.3 POST /events request – Acknowledge-Only Request
POST /events HTTP/1.1
Authorisation: Bearer <access_token>
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
Accept: application/json
{
"ack": ["3d0c3cf797584bd193bd0fb1bd4e7d30"],
"returnImmediately": false
}
9.4.6.4 POST /event response – Success of Acknowledge-Only Request
HTTP/1.1 201 Created
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
{
"sets":{}
}
9.4.6.5 POST /events request – Acknowledge-and-Polling Request
POST /events HTTP/1.1
Authorisation: Bearer <access_token>
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
Accept: application/json
{
"ack": ["3d0c3cf797584bd193bd0fb1bd4e7d30"],
"returnImmediately": true
}
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9.4.6.6 POST /event response – Acknowledge-and-Polling Request
HTTP/1.1 201 Created
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
{
"sets":
{
"4d3559ec67504aaba65d40b0363faad8":
"eyJhbGciOiJub25lIn0.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.",
"3d0c3cf797584bd193bd0fb1bd4e7d30":
"eyJhbGciOiJub25lIn0.
eyJqdGkiOiIzZDBjM2NmNzk3NTg0YmQxOTNiZDBmYjFiZDRlN2QzMCIsImlhdC
I6MTQ1ODQ5NjAyNSwiaXNzIjoiaHR0cHM6Ly9zY2ltLmV4YW1wbGUuY29tIiwi
YXVkIjpbImh0dHBzOi8vamh1Yi5leGFtcGxlLmNvbS9GZWVkcy85OGQ1MjQ2MW
ZhNWJiYzg3OTU5M2I3NzU0IiwiaHR0cHM6Ly9qaHViLmV4YW1wbGUuY29tL0Zl
ZWRzLzVkNzYwNDUxNmIxZDA4NjQxZDc2NzZlZTciXSwic3ViIjoiaHR0cHM6Ly
9zY2ltLmV4YW1wbGUuY29tL1VzZXJzLzQ0ZjYxNDJkZjk2YmQ2YWI2MWU3NTIx
ZDkiLCJldmVudHMiOnsidXJuOmlldGY6cGFyYW1zOnNjaW06ZXZlbnQ6cGFzc3
dvcmRSZXNldCI6eyJpZCI6IjQ0ZjYxNDJkZjk2YmQ2YWI2MWU3NTIxZDkifSwi
aHR0cHM6Ly9leGFtcGxlLmNvbS9zY2ltL2V2ZW50L3Bhc3N3b3JkUmVzZXRFeH
QiOnsicmVzZXRBdHRlbXB0cyI6NX19fQ."
}
}
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10 Data Standards
10.1 Overview
The data standards document sets out the API specifications to enable the customer data
access process using the Phase III Banking Open API read-only functions to retrieve
account status, account balance, account transactions and account availability.

10.2 Retrieve Account Status API
Endpoints
10.2.1.1 The retrieve account status Banking Open API is used by the TSP to retrieve from the
authorised customer a list of account information including account status.
10.2.1.2 The bank and the TSP could consider implementing the following Phase III Banking Open
API endpoints. The GET HTTP method is used to retrieve data from the specified
resource only without modification with consideration given to common API
development practices.
Endpoint
GET /accounts
GET /accounts/{accountId}

Function
Enables the TSP to retrieve a list of account information
in bulk, including account status
Enables the TSP to retrieve a list of account information,
including the account status for a specific account ID

Response Data Model
10.2.2.1 The bank could consider using the response data model (‘AccountResponse’) below
when responding to the TSP with the response object via the GET /accounts and GET
/accounts/{accountId}. The AccountResponseData is a multiple occurrence of account
information.
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10.2.2.2 UML Diagram

Data Dictionary
Name

Definition

Class

Examples

accountId

Specifies the unique identifier used String
internally by the bank to identify an
account

20113724303930
6132394A555377
8B

accountNumber

Specifies the account number assigned by String
the bank to identify an account

01XXXXX188

accountType

Specifies the type of account

AccountType
Code

Business,
Personal

accountSubType

Specifies the sub-type of account

AccountSubT
ypeCode

Savings,
Current

productName

Specifies the name of the product

String

Zero
Savings

Balance

accountStatus

Specifies the status of an account

AccountStatu
s

Active, Inactive

currency

Specifies the account currency code

ISOCurrencyC HKD, RMB, USD
ode
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Endpoint Request and Response Sample
10.2.4.1 GET /accounts and GET /accounts/441137243039305532394A5553778A request
GET /accounts HTTP/1.1
Authorisation: Bearer <access_token>
x-fapi-auth-date: <datetime>
x-fapi-customer-ip-address: <client-ip-address>
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
Accept: application/json
No Content in Request Body
10.2.4.2 GET/accounts response
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
{
"data": {
"account" : [
{
"accountId": "201137243039306132394A5553778B",
"accountNumber": "01XXXXX188",
"accountType": "Business",
"accountSubType": "Current",
"productName ": "Current Account",
"accountStatus": "Active"
"currency": "HKD",
},
{
"accountId": "441137243039305532394A5553778A",
"accountNumber": "02XXXXX133",
"accountType": "Personal",
"accountSubType": "Savings",
"productName ": "Zero Balance Saving",
"accountStatus": "Active"
"currency": "HKD",
}
]
},
"links": {
"self": "string"
}
}
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10.2.4.3 GET /accounts/441137243039305532394A5553778A response
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
{
"data": {
"account" : [
{
"accountId": "441137243039305532394A5553778A",
"accountNumber": "02XXXXX133",
"accountType": "Personal",
"accountSubType": "Savings",
"productName ": "Staff Saving Account",
"accountStatus": "Active"
"currency": "HKD",
}
]
},
"links": {
"self": "string"
}
}
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10.3 Retrieve Account Balance API
Endpoints
10.3.1.1 The retrieve account balance function in the Banking Open API is used by the TSP to
retrieve authorised customer account balance information.
10.3.1.2 The bank and the TSP could consider implementing the following Phase III Banking Open
API endpoints. The GET HTTP method is used to retrieve data from the specified
resource only without modification with consideration given to common API
development practices.
Endpoint
GET/accounts/balances

Function
Enables the TSP to retrieve a list of account balance
information in bulk

GET/accounts/{accountId}/balances

Enables the TSP to retrieve the account balance for a specific
account ID

Response Data Model
10.3.2.1 The bank could consider using the response data model (‘AccountBalanceResponse’)
below when responding to the TSP with the response object via the GET
/accounts/balances and GET/accounts/{accountId}/balances.
10.3.2.2 The AccountBalanceResponseData is a multiple occurrence of account information, and
the BalanceData is a multiple occurrence of each account information.
10.3.2.3 UML Diagram
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Data Dictionary
Examples (for illustration purpose only)
Name
accountId

type

Definition
Specifies the unique identifier used
internally by the bank to identify an
account
Specifies the balance object of the
account
Specifies the type of account balance

creditDebitIndicat
or
amount

Specifies whether the account balance CreditDebitCo
is a credit or debit balance
de
Specifies the account balance amount String

currency

Specifies the account currency code

balance

datetime

Class
String

Examples
201137243039306132
394A5553778B

BalanceData
BalanceTypeC
ode

Opening Balance,
Available Balance,
Current Balance
Credit, Debit
10000.25

ISOCurrencyCo HKD, RMB, USD
de
Specifies the date and time of the ISODateTime
2020-12-22T07:06:20Z
account balance
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Endpoint Request and Response Sample
10.3.4.1 Retrieve Account Balance
GET /accounts/balances request and
GET/accounts/201137243039306132394A5553778B/balances request
GET /accounts/balances HTTP/1.1
Authorisation: Bearer <access_token>
x-fapi-auth-date: <datetime>
x-fapi-customer-ip-address: <client-ip-address>
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
Accept: application/json
No Content in Request Body
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10.3.4.2 GET /accounts/balances response
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
{
"data": {
"account" : [
{
"accountId": "201137243039306132394A5553778B",
"balance": [
{
"type": " OpeningBalance",
"creditDebitIndicator": "Debit",
"amount": "10000.25",
"currency": "HKD",
"datetime": "2020-12-22T07:06:20Z"
},
{
"type": " AvailableBalance",
"creditDebitIndicator": "Debit",
"amount": "10000.25",
"currency": "HKD",
"datetime": "2020-12-22T07:06:20Z"
}
]
},
{
"accountId": "39037243039306132394A5553778A",
"balance": [
{
"type": " CurrentBalance",
"creditDebitIndicator": "Debit",
"amount": "10000.25",
"currency": "HKD",
"datetime": "2020-12-22T07:06:20Z"
}
]
}
]
},
"links": {
"self": "string"
}
}
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10.3.4.3 GET /account/201137243039306132394A5553778B/balances response
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
{
"data": {
"account" : [
{
"accountId": "201137243039306132394A5553778B",
"balance": [
{
"type": " OpeningBalance",
"creditDebitIndicator": "Debit",
"amount": "10000.25",
"currency": "HKD",
"datetime": "2020-12-22T07:06:20Z"
},
{
"type": " CurrentBalance",
"creditDebitIndicator": "Debit",
"amount": "10000.25",
"currency": "HKD",
"datetime": "2020-12-22T07:06:20Z"
}
]
}
]
},
"links": {
"self": "string"
}
}
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10.4 Retrieve Account Transaction API
Endpoints
10.4.1.1 The retrieve account transaction Banking Open API is used by the TSP to retrieve the
authorised customer account transaction details.
10.4.1.2 The bank and the TSP could consider implementing the following Phase III Banking Open
API endpoints. The GET HTTP method is used to retrieve data from the specified
resource only without modification with consideration given to common API
development practice.
Endpoint
GET /accounts/transactions

Function
Enables the TSP to retrieve a list of account transaction
information in bulk.
GET/accounts/{accountId}/transactio Enables the TSP to retrieve a list of account transaction
ns
information for a specific account ID.
Filtering
10.4.2.1 The transaction resource is subjected to the filter from the consent attributes
transactionFromDate and transactionToDate.
10.4.2.2 In addition to the consent specified range, the listed endpoints could support a filtering
function when the TSP provides the following optional query parameters:
Query
Parameter
showLatest

Definition

Class

Examples

Indicates whether it returns the latest Boolean
transaction records since the last
statement; a blank value will be treated as
true.

true, false

fromDateTime

Specifies the start date time for filtering out ISODateTime
the transactions date; a blank value will be
treated as open-ended. Time zone input
will be ignored.

2020-1222T07:06:20Z

toDateTime

Specifies the end date time for filtering out ISODateTime
the transactions date; a blank value will be
treated as open-ended. Time zone input
will be ignored.

2020-1222T07:06:20Z
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Response Data Model
10.4.3.1 The bank could consider using the response data model (‘AccountTransactionResponse’)
outlined below when responding to the TSP with the response object via the GET
/accounts/transactions
and
GET/accounts/{accountId}/transactions.
The
AccountTransactionResponseData is a multiple occurrence of the account.
10.4.3.2 UML Diagram
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Data Dictionary – AccountTransactionData
Examples (for illustration purpose only)

Name
accountId

accountNumber
transactionCode

Definition
Specifies the unique identifier used
internally by the bank to identify an
account.
Specifies the account number assigned by
the bank to identify an account.
Specifies the ISO transaction code.

Class
String

String

Examples
201137243039
306132394A55
53778B
XXXXXXXXXX02

ISOTransacti CHRG, INTR
onCode
transactionId
Specifies the unique identifier for the String
MBKFT425082
transaction used by the bank.
30004073
transactionDescr Specifies the description of the String
Bill Payment
iption
transaction.
datetime

Specifies the date and time of the
transaction.
Specifies whether the transaction is a
credit or debit entry.
Specifies the status of the transaction
entry.
Specifies the transaction amount.
Specifies the account currency code.

ISODateTim
e
creditDebitIndic
CreditDebit
ator
Code
status
Transaction
StatusCode
amount
String
currency
ISOCurrency
Code
currencyExchang Specifies the currency exchange object for CurrencyExc
e
a foreign currency transaction.
hangeData
balance
Specifies the balance object of the BalanceData
account.

2020-1222T07:06:20Z
Credit
Debit
Pending
Booked
10079.36
HKD, RMB, USD
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Data Dictionary – CurrencyExchangeData
Examples (for illustration purpose only)
Name
currencyExchange
amount
currency
rate
datetime

Definition
Specifies the currency exchange object if a
foreign currency transaction.
Specifies the transaction amount in foreign
currency.
Specifies the foreign currency code.

Class
CurrencyExch
angeData
String

Examples

1300.00

ISOCurrencyC USD
ode
Specifies the exchange rate at the time of the String
7.75
foreign currency transaction.
Specifies the date and time that the exchange ISODateTime 2020-12rate was applied.
22T07:06:20Z

Data Dictionary – BalanceData
Examples (for illustration purpose only)
Name
balance
type
creditDebitIndicat
or
amount

Class
BalanceData
BalanceType
Code
Specifies whether the account balance is a CreditDebitC
credit or debit balance.
ode
Specifies the account balance amount.
String

currency

Specifies the account currency code.

datetime

Definition
Specifies the balance object of the account.
Specifies the balance type of the account.

Examples
Running Balance
Credit
Debit
1920.64

ISOCurrencyC HKD
ode
Specifies the date and time of the account ISODateTime 2020-12balance.
22T07:06:20Z
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Endpoint Request and Response Sample
10.4.7.1 GET /accounts/transactions request
GET /accounts/201137243039306132394A5553778B/transactions request

GET /accounts/transactions HTTP/1.1
Authorisation: Bearer <access_token>
x-fapi-auth-date: <datetime>
x-fapi-customer-ip-address: <client-ip-address>
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
Accept: application/json
No Content in Request Body
10.4.7.2 GET /accounts/transactions response
GET /account/201137243039306132394A5553778B/transactions response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
{
"data": {
"transaction" : [
{
"accountId": "201137243039306132394A5553778B",
"accountNumber": "01XXXXX188",
"transactionCode": "PYMT",
"transactionId": " PBKBP62508440005099",
"transactionDescription": "Bill Payment",
"transactionDate": "2020-12-22T07:06:20Z",
"creditDebitIndicator": "Debit",
"status": "Booked",
"amount": "10079.36",
"currency": "HKD",
"currencyExchange":
{
"amount": "1300",
"currency": "USD",
"rate": "7.75",
"datetime": "2020-12-22T07:06:20Z"
}
"balance":
{
"type": "RunningBalance",
"creditDebitIndicator": "Debit",
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"amount": "1920.64",
"currency": "HKD",
"datetime": "2020-12-22T07:06:20Z"
}
},
{
"accountId": "201137243039306132394A5553778B",
"accountNumber": "01XXXXX188",
"transactionCode": "INTR",
"transactionId": " MBKFT42508230004073",
"transactionDescription": "Fund Transfer",
"transactionDate": "2020-12-22T07:06:20Z",
"creditDebitIndicator": "Debit",
"status": "Booked",
"amount": "1000",
"currency": "HKD",
"balance":
{
"type": "RunningBalance",
"creditDebitIndicator": "Debit",
"amount": "920.64",
"currency": "HKD",
"datetime": "2020-12-22T07:06:20Z"
}
}
]
},
"links": {
"self": "string"
}
}
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10.5 Retrieve Account Availability API
Endpoints
10.5.1.1 The retrieve account availability Banking Open API is used by the TSP to retrieve the
authorised customer account availability information. No customer data should be
provided to the TSP until the customer has provided an appropriate consent.
10.5.1.2 The bank and the TSP could consider implementing the following Phase III Banking Open
API endpoints. The POST HTTP method is used to create/update the resource with
consideration given to common API development practices.
Endpoint
POST/accounts/availability

Function
Enables the TSP to check customer information against the
specific account and return account availability status.

Request Data Model
10.5.2.1 The TSP could consider using the request data model (‘AccountAvailableRequest’)
outlined below when sending the request object to the bank via the POST
/accounts/availability endpoint. The paramName and paramValue are the name-value
pair of input request parameters. The TSP dynamically sends the parameters as
customer information and account type to check the account availability.
10.5.2.2 UML Diagram

Response Data Model
10.5.3.1 The bank could consider using the response data model (‘AccountAvailableResponse’)
outlined below when responding to the TSP with the response object via the POST
/accounts/availability.
10.5.3.2 UML Diagram
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Data Dictionary
Name
paramName

Definition
Class
Specifies the parameter name to verify the String
available customer
and account-type
information.

paramValue

Specifies the parameter value against the String
parameter type.

status

Specifies the status of the account availability String
for the requested parameter.

Examples
firstname,
lastname,
accountType,
email
XX_Firstname,
XX_Lastname,
XX_name@e
mail.com
Yes
No

Endpoint Request and Response Sample
10.5.5.1 POST /accounts/availability
10.5.5.1.1 Request Header Example
POST /accounts/availability HTTP/1.1
Authorisation: Bearer <access_token>
x-fapi-auth-date: <datetime>
x-fapi-customer-ip-address: <client-ip-address>
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
Accept: application/json
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10.5.5.2 POST /accounts/availability
10.5.5.2.1 Request Query Parameter Example
{
"data":
[
{
"paramName": "firstname",
"paramValue": "XX_Firstname"
},
{
"paramName": "lastname",
"paramValue": "XX_Lastname"
},
{
"paramName": "accountType",
"paramValue": "CurrentAccount"
}
]
}
10.5.5.3 POST /accounts/availability
10.5.5.3.1 Request Header Example
POST /accounts/availability HTTP/1.1
Authorisation: Bearer <access_token>
x-fapi-auth-date: <datetime>
x-fapi-customer-ip-address: <client-ip-address>
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
Accept: application/json
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10.5.5.3.2 Request Query Parameter Example
{
"data":
[
{
"paramName": "emailId",
"paramValue": "email_address@XXXX.XXX"
},
{
"paramName": "accountType",
"paramValue": "SavingAccount"
}
]
}
10.5.5.4 POST /accounts/availability response
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
x-fapi-interaction-id: <interaction-request-id>
Content-Type: application/json
{
""data": {
"status": "Yes"
},
"links": {
"self": "string"
}
}
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11 Information Security Standards
11.1 Overview
The information security standards set out the security requirements to be considered
along with technical flow of the Phase III API Banking Open API specifications covering TSP
registration, customer consent management and customer data access processes
described in Section 3: Technical Flow. In simplified terms, this document refers to the
definition of the customer, the bank and the TSP of the Phase III Banking Open API as
described below:
i. Customer – individuals or businesses sharing their data.
ii. Bank – the bank where customer data is stored and shared.
iii. TSP – the third-party service provider accessing customer data provided by the bank.
A bank could also be a TSP in the context of a bank-to-bank collaboration.
The various security requirements in this section leverage the Banking Open API
international security profile using the OpenID Connect,16 OAuth 2.017 and financial-grade
API (read-only)18 frameworks or specifications. This section should be read in conjunction
with the above standards.

11.2 OpenID Connect
OpenID Connect is an industry-standard authentication protocol, which allows the bank
to verify the identity of a customer based on the authentication performed by an
authorisation server. The bank and the TSP could apply the OpenID Connect framework
as the delegated authentication method to enable the TSP to defer authentication of the
customer to the bank.

11.3 OAuth 2.0
OAuth 2.0 is an industry-standard authorisation framework that enables the bank to grant
data access for a Banking Open API. The bank and the TSP could apply the industrystandard OAuth 2.0 framework as the delegated authorisation method for customers to
allow the TSP to access their account.

11.4 Financial Grade API (FAPI) Profile
To ensure the customer account information is protected and accessed only by authorised
parties in a secure manner, the bank and the TSP should adhere to the technical
implementation requirements specified for the financial-grade API for the read-only API
security profile.

16

OpenID Connect Core 1.0, https://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html
The OAuth 2.0 Authorisation Framework, https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749
18 Financial-grade API – Part 1: Read-Only API Security Profile, https://openid.net/specs/openid-financial-api-part-1-ID2.html
17
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11.5 Transport-Layer Security
The bank and the TSP could use the HTTPS protocol incorporating TLS1.2 or the latest
version (known as HTTPS/SSL) to provide integrity-checking and encryption protection to
the data transmitted between both parties.

11.6 Digital Certificates
The bank and the TSP could use a digital certificate (X.509)19 for authentication, data
integrity and confidentiality check of the data transmitted.
The TSP could prepare a digital certificate (X.509) request file and upload the digital
certificate information to the certificate authority (CA) based on the configuration of
bank’s trusted CA.

11.7 Customer Consent
The bank and the TSP should obtain explicit permission from the customer during the
customer consent management process subject to the two-factor authentication (2FA)
method, including the use of the iAM Smart platform, to allow access to their account
information using the Phase III Banking Open API.

11.8 Redirection-based Authentication
The TSP could redirect the customer to the bank’s application to verify their credentials
using the two-factor authentication (2FA) method during the customer consentmanagement process.
The bank should ensure that the TSP does not collect and store the customer’s e-banking
credentials that could be used to log-in to their e-banking services.20

11.9 Two-Factor Authentication
The bank could apply the two-factor authentication (2FA) method (e.g.,
username/password and one-time password, or using the iAM Smart platform) to
authenticate the customer as part of the customer consent management process.

11.10 Authorisation Code, Access Token, Refresh Token and ID Token
Access tokens are used in token-based authentication to enable an authorised TSP
to securely access the Banking Open API based on the OAuth 2.0 and Open ID Connect
framework. Access tokens consist of the following grant types – authorisation code, ID
token, access token and refresh token.

19 As

per the publication issued by the HKMA in 2018 on “Open API Framework for the Hong Kong Banking Sector”, Annex B,
(Section Security B 5)
20 As per the publication issued by the HKMA in 2018 on “Open API Framework for the Hong Kong Banking Sector”, Commercial
Contract (Section 47)
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The bank could enable the customer credential authentication, authorisation and
token endpoint by configuring the authorisation server based on the OAuth 2.0 and Open
ID Connect framework specifications:
Grant Type
Authorisation Code
ID Token
Access Token
Refresh Token

Endpoint Specifications
OIDC Section 3.1
OIDC Section 2
OIDC Section 3.1.3
OIDC Section 12

The bank and the TSP could implement a validity period for the access token based
on the guidelines below:
Grant Type
Authorisation Code
Access Token
Refresh Token

Validity Period
≤ 10 mins
2mins – 10mins
≤ 90 days21 and ≤ Expiration date of consent

The validity period for issued access tokens and refresh tokens could be
deterministic for the TSP.
The bank could indicate the lifetime in seconds of the access token using the
expires_in field of the JSON object returned by the token endpoint.22
The bank could indicate the date-time with a number containing NumericDate
value at which the refresh token will expire using refresh_token_expires_at claim.23
The bank and the TSP could adhere to the usage and data specifications24 of the
ID token for authorisation code flow 25 based on the OpenID Connect framework
guidelines.

21

A 90-day period for reauthentication is a security measure based on common international practice. The bank and
the TSP should consider adopting a risk-based approach to evaluate and adjust the period based on their use cases.
22

The OAuth 2.0 Authorisation Framework, 4.2.2 Access Token Response, https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749#section-4.2.2
The OAuth 2.0 Authorisation Framework, NumericDate, https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7519#section-2
24
OpenID Connect Core 1.0, 2 ID Token, https://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html#IDToken
25
OpenID Connect Core 1.0, 3.1.1 Authorisation Code Flow Steps, https://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core1_0.html#CodeFlowSteps
23
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11.11 Encryption
The bank and the TSP could consider the following encryption practices to protect
the confidentiality of customers’ information transmitted over the network and kept in
storage:
Apply secure and internationally recognised strong encryption algorithms with
sound key-management practices to safeguard the relevant encryption keys.
Evaluate the implementation of relevant encryption controls from time to time
and improve or update the implementation whenever there is a need, as the encryption
strength will be affected if outdated or weaker encryption algorithm technologies are
used.

11.12 Client Types
Confidential clients are applications that can securely authenticate with the
authorisation server – for example, being able to keep their client-secret, digital
certificate and refresh tokens safe. The bank and the TSP could use the principles of the
confidential client as specified in the OAuth 2.0 Authorisation Framework 26 to ensure
secure access of the Phase III Banking Open API.
Public clients are applications that are unable to securely authenticate with the
authorisation server. The bank and the TSP should ensure adequate security measures
are in place – for example, proof key for code exchange (PKCE) with adherence to the
OAuth 2.0 Authorisation Framework27 and the FAPI security profile28 requirements when
utilising public clients for authorisation codes and access tokens.

11.13 Input Parameter Validation
Input validation is performed to ensure that only properly formatted data
provided by the TSP is authorised to enter the bank’s information system.
The bank and the TSP could consider the following input validation practices to
ensure the appropriate data is inputted in the workflow and mitigate the risk of inaccurate
data overloading:
i. Check that data is syntactically and semantically valid before usage.
ii. Enable whitelisting validation to check that data matches defined possible
input.
iii. Enable regular expression validation to check that data matches a defined
pattern.

26

The OAuth 2.0 Authorisation Framework, 2.1 Client Types, https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749#section-2.1
Proof Key for Code Exchange by OAuth Public Clients, https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7636
28 Financial API - Part 1: Read-Only API Security Profile, 5.2.3 Public Client, https://openid.net/specs/openid-financial-api-part-1ID2.html#public-client
27
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12 Information Security Management
12.1 Overview
The information security management standards outlined in this section set out
principles-based sound practices to facilitate the bank and the TSP to operate securely
and mitigate the potential risks associated with the usage of Phase III Banking Open API.

12.2 Security Control Framework
The bank and the TSP could adopt an industry-standard security control framework and
management (e.g., ISO/IEC 27001) as additional security measures (optional) with
consideration given to implementation feasibility.
The bank and the TSP could consider the following security measures to manage the
security of assets (e.g., technology infrastructure, financial information, entrusted TSP
details) and protect the resource and data-sharing:
i. Adopt security controls that enable strong password service and access controls to
protect the confidentiality and integrity of customer account information.
ii. Establish a secure technology infrastructure with intelligent monitoring to review
and refine threats and take mitigating actions regularly.
iii. Develop adequate policies and procedures for data breaches to classify data and
assets, detection of security incidents, classifications, the investigation process and
solutions mitigation, corrective actions to prevent risk, a reporting process, as well
as monitoring and communication.
The bank and the TSP should consider monitoring, identifying, assessing and mitigating
fraudulent activities relating to the usage of the Banking Open API, including those
arising from insider fraud.
The bank and the TSP could consider the following anti-fraud practices:
i. Adopt a multi-layered approach to secure the API design and messaging flow
leveraging on OAuth 2.0 Authorisation Framework, OpenID Connect authentication
method, transport-layer security and financial-grade API security profiles.
ii. Leverage security incident and event monitoring solutions to analyse and identify
Banking Open API security incidents and anomalous usage.
iii. Implement fraud detection capabilities to detect potential frauds on a real-time
basis including after office hours, particularly for banking Open API services that
allow real-time access after office hour.
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12.3 Banking Open API Development Security
The bank and the TSP should consider establishing adequate levels of security in the
various stages of the Banking Open API development lifecycle through the requirements,
design, build, test, acceptance test and implementation – including vulnerability tests and
code analysis prior to launch. The bank and the TSP could consider the following API
design and development security practices:
i. Validate the Banking Open API specification (swagger specification) file for data
structure and enable audit log prior to publishing.
ii. Validate the Banking Open API security definition (e.g., authentication and
authorisation) and ensure user activities or events are logged.
iii. Ensure that the Banking Open API URI request parameter and response parameters
have encoding functionality to enable the consumption of input and output data by
different systems (e.g., protected against unknown characters).
iv. Ensure adequate validation is implemented for the Banking Open API request
parameter to check syntax and semantics of parameters (e.g., validation to protect
from script or SQL injection in the input parameter).
v. Ensure the Banking Open API development libraries used are from trusted sources,
maintain an inventory catalogue for all the third-party libraries, and periodically
check the libraries’ expiration dates.
vi. Ensure an adequate logging approach is incorporated in the Banking Open API
development to capture log events with security metadata and facilitate the
monitoring of customer activity.
vii. Ensure unexpected errors and exceptions are handled during the development of
the Banking Open APIs and that exceptions are logged in a way that gives enough
information for incident response teams to understand the problem.
viii. Ensure the Banking Open API and its components are tested prior to
implementation or modification, using quality control mechanisms that prevent
production environment data from being used in testing.
ix. Leverage automation capabilities for testing to validate security, functionality, data
access, integration, reliability and performance of the Banking Open API.
x. Conduct static application security testing (SAST) to analyse the source code or
compiled versions of code to identify security flaws and protect from cross-site
scripting vulnerabilities.
xi. Conduct dynamic application security testing (DAST) to scan the behaviour of the
Banking Open API from third-party interfaces, assess the results and identify
potential vulnerabilities.
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xii.

xiii.

xiv.
xv.

xvi.

29

Perform penetration testing conducted by a qualified independent assessor on the
Banking Open API under different scenarios (e.g., bypassing authorisation and
authentication, token injection, cross-site scripting) to identify security
vulnerabilities in the API endpoint and ensure corrective actions or controls are put
in place according to the level of risk if the existence of vulnerabilities is detected.
Ensure the Banking Open APIs only return the necessary data to fulfil the TSP’s
function, with data controls based on permission specified in consent, and
obfuscate if the response contains confidential data.
Implement the two-factor authentication (2FA) method to mitigate the risk of
password-related attacks e.g., credential-stuffing, password-spraying.
Maintain and regularly update an inventory of APIs to monitor API usage – for
example, a list of published APIs, how and when updates are performed, who
accesses APIs and how.
Ensure the security of APIs and relevant applications have been tested against
known types of cyber-threats (e.g., OWASP Top 10 web application security risks29).

OWASP Top 10, Top 10 Web Application Security Risks, https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/
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12.4 Cybersecurity
The bank and the TSP should consider adopting a risk-based approach to address
cybersecurity risks arising from attacks exploiting potential technical implementation
weaknesses or through social engineering of customers using the Banking Open API. The
bank and the TSP could consider the following cybersecurity practices:
i. Establish authenticated, appropriately managed access to the Banking Open API
resource server.
ii. Verify that only current authenticated and authorised users have appropriate access
permissions for the Banking Open API endpoints.
iii. Implement an automated tool to manage traffic profiles to prevent automated
attacks from blocking permitted traffic.
iv. Implement security control measures (e.g., whitelist, blacklist, rate-limiting policies)
to identify access from unauthorised web or mobile applications.
v. In the event of any suspicious activities – for example, a suspicious location, unusual
transaction times or an abnormal frequency of grant consents performed for
different TSPs, assess the risk of the threat and protect bona fide customers acting
in good faith.
vi. Closely monitor phishing risks and consider implementing mitigating controls or
additional authentication methods (e.g., device-binding/trusted browser) to
safeguard against phishing risks.
vii. Ensure the rate-limit and request size from the TSP do not exceed the limit set in
the Banking Open API resource configuration to protect the resource from
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks.
viii. Establish logging, monitoring and analytics capabilities of the Banking Open API
access; also, continuously analyse and assess API access and regularly review logs to
identify suspicious behaviour (e.g., unauthorised data access, security parameters,
authentication, authorisation and payload conventions).
ix. Implement end-to-end encryption to protect all user traffic, including OAuth 2.0
authentication traffic.
x. Establish processes and capabilities to monitor information and assets that APIs
serve to ensure integrity and confidentiality.
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13 Operation Standards
13.1 Overview
This operation standards document sets out the availability, performance and support
requirements for the bank and the TSP to monitor, test and operate the Phase III Banking
Open API.

13.2 Availability
Availability is a measure to indicate the percentage of time that the Banking Open API
service is available.
The bank could consider the following practices to facilitate the service availability of
Phase III Banking Open API:
i. Set up API availability metrics and monitoring tools to track and manage service
availability.
ii. Prepare Banking Open API availability reports on a quarterly basis to monitor and
manage the API uptime.
iii. Conduct health checks on a periodic basis to monitor the API availability, API usage
and ensure error logs are documented for issue resolution.
iv. The bank should ensure system resilience – i.e. no single point of failure in the API
systems components through hosting of high availability clusters, differentiated
network channels and redundancy of hardware.

13.3 Performance
Performance is a periodic measure to indicate the average response time (e.g.,
milliseconds) per request of the Banking Open API service.
The bank could consider the following practices to facilitate the service performance and
scalability of Phase III Banking Open API:
i. Set up API performance metrics and monitoring tools to track and manage the
performance of API service.
ii. The bank could prepare an API performance report on a quarterly basis to monitor
and manage the API response time.
iii. Conduct health checks on a periodic basis to monitor the API performance.
iv. Implement the performance testing framework to measure and benchmark the API
performance metrics.
v. Implement an auto-scaling approach to handle ad hoc increases in resource demands.
vi. Implement API usage control to manage request throttles for the API.
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13.4 Availability and Performance Monitoring
The bank could consider the following practices to monitor the availability and
performance of the Banking Open API:
i. Implement an internal monitoring capability to monitor the API service availability
and performance.
ii. Implement logging capabilities to capture system availability errors to assist the
relevant support team in identifying root causes for any interruptions of service.
iii. Establish monitoring assertions, including forecast capabilities, to monitor the
Banking Open API transfer rate and usage.
iv. Establish alert capabilities to notify the relevant support team in case of service
unavailability and performance issues.
v. The bank could consider the following metrics to monitor the API service availability
and performance.
Area
Availability
Performance

Metrics
Uptime
Error Response Rate
Response Time

Description
Measure service availability of Banking Open API.
Average number of error messages per API request.
Average response time per API request.

13.5 Testing
Testing is a measure to validate the functionality, reliability, performance, quality of data,
security of customer data access and integration.
The bank could consider the following practices to enable the authorised TSP to perform
API testing:
Test Accounts and Data
i. The bank could provide test accounts to access the API testing environment to the TSP
during the on-boarding process.
ii. The bank could provide adequate test data variances and volumes covering functional
and non-functional API test cases.
iii. The bank could ensure that test data does not include any real customer data.
Functionality Test
i. The bank could conduct end-to-end testing covering all the supported API
functionalities with test cases that include specific pre-conditions, request parameters
and responses.
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Availability and Performance Testing
13.5.5.1 The bank could consider providing a dedicated environment for non-functional testing
of Banking Open API.
13.5.5.2 The bank could consider the following stress-test practices to identify the limits of the
Banking Open API services on a periodic basis:
i. Stress-testing is a category of load-testing used to identify the limits of the Open API
system and breaking-point of the API services.
ii. Conduct testing either directly in the production API environment of or in the
staging/pre-production environment which have similar infrastructures like
production environment with appropriate test data.
iii. Ensure the test cases cover the realistic test scenarios with maximum loads (e.g.,
maximum volume of requests and a large data-set) and predict the load limits of API
services, including external network access.
iv. Conduct testing at least every twelve (12) months or when there is a major
enhancement (e.g., infrastructure changes), an event of capacity-related service
failure, or a significant increase in the usage volumes of Banking Open API.
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13.6 Problem Management
Problem management is the process of logging, analysing, fixing and monitoring API
issues in order to improve the serviceability of Banking Open API.

13.7 Problem Support Process
The bank and the TSP could consider the following practices for effective problem
resolution to ensure problems related to the Phase III Banking Open API services are
resolved with minimal service interruption to their customers:
Establish and publish incident management policies and processes with defined
service levels, support roles and responsibilities, contact, support hours and FAQs.
Implement an incident management system to prioritise, respond, track, resolve
and report on incidents.
Establish processes to communicate workarounds, interim solutions and next
steps for incidents that are not able to be resolved within the defined service
levels.
Establish processes and channels to escalate incidents that are not able to be
resolved within the defined service level.
Establish periodic reviews of outstanding incident tickets to ensure incidents are
resolved within the agreed response time and resolution time, with mechanisms
in place for continuous improvement.
Enable audit trails and reporting for history of ticket logs, and effectively use the
historical logs for future incident resolutions.
Establish processes to ensure incidents are promptly identified, reviewed, assessed,
escalated, remediated and recovered.
Conduct post-incident reviews to identify root causes of incidents, effectiveness
of incident response, lessons learned and actions to prevent future incidents.

13.8 Business Continuity Management
The bank and the TSP could consider the following business continuity management
practices to mitigate the potential impact of service disruptions and maintain continuity
of the Banking Open API service:
Establish business continuity plans and procedures covering, but not limited to,
alternative sites or remote working arrangements, critical roles, systems and
access requirements, and a recovery, response and communication strategy for
internal and external stakeholders.
Conduct regular practice drills with consideration of a broad range of severe but
plausible scenarios to ensure the API services can be resumed within business
recovery requirements.
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13.9 Change Management
Change management is the process of tracking the changes on the Banking Open API and
communicating the changes to the TSP in order to ensure the resilience from the impact
on changes or extensibility of Banking Open API.

13.10 Change Management Process
The bank could consider the following practices to implement and communicate
changes related to Phase III Banking Open API effectively:
i. Provide advance notifications on planned downtime to implement changes through
a defined communication channel.
ii. Include the type of change, reason for change, impacted interface, impact and action
required from the TSP in the advance planned downtime notification.
iii. Communicate the mitigation plan if the planned activity is expected to exceed the
planned time period.
iv. Adopt well-defined version controls to manage implementation of changes.
v. Support compatibility with at least two latest versions of the API in the production
environment – i.e. the current and previous versions. The bank and the TSP could set
the duration to maintain the previous version through bilateral agreements with
adequate time for the TSP to test and migrate to the current version.
vi. Ensure no unplanned system change is being made during the planned downtime.
vii. Perform regression testing following significant API changes to identify their impact
and mitigate the risk of service disruption.
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14 Appendix – Related References
No. Section Reference
1 3.2.2
HKMA Open API Framework for the
Hong Kong Banking Sector, Commercial
Contract (Section 46)
2 4.2.5
The OAuth 2.0 Authorisation
Framework, 2.3.1 Client Password

Reference Link
https://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/
eng/doc/key-information/pressrelease/2018/20180718e5a2.pdf
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749
#section-2.3.1

3

7.4.1

W3C, Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0

http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/

4

7.4.2

HKAB Practical Guideline on Barrier-free
Banking Services

5

9.1.1

6

9.2.2.5

OpenID Connect Core 1.0, 3.1
Authentication using the Authorisation
Code Flow
OpenID Connect Core 1.0, 3.1.2.1
Authentication Request

7

9.4.2.1

IETF, Poll-Based Security Event Token
(SET) Delivery Using HTTP

https://www.hkab.org.hk/downloa
d.jsp?isTemp=N&section_id=5&file
_name=Practical+Guideline+on+Ba
rrierFree+Banking+Services+%28English
%29.pdf
https://openid.net/specs/openidconnect-core1_0.html#CodeFlowAuth
https://openid.net/specs/openidconnect-core1_0.html#AuthRequest
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8936

8

11.1.2

OpenID Connect Core 1.0

https://openid.net/specs/openidconnect-core-1_0.html

9

11.1.2

The OAuth 2.0 Authorisation Framework

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749

10

11.1.2

Financial-grade API – Part 1: Read-Only
API Security Profile

https://openid.net/specs/openidfinancial-api-part-1-ID2.html

11

11.6.1

12

11.8.2

HKMA Open API Framework for the
Hong Kong Banking Sector, Annex B
(Section Security B 5)
HKMA Open API Framework for the
Hong Kong Banking Sector, Commercial
Contract (Section 47)

https://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/
eng/doc/key-information/pressrelease/2018/20180718e5a2.pdf
https://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/
eng/doc/key-information/pressrelease/2018/20180718e5a2.pdf
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11.10.5 The OAuth 2.0 Authorisation
Framework, 4.2.2 Access Token
Response
11.10.6 The OAuth 2.0 Authorisation
Framework, NumericDate

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749
#section-4.2.2

15

11.10.7 OpenID Connect Core 1.0, 2 ID Token

https://openid.net/specs/openidconnect-core-1_0.html#IDToken

16

11.10.7 OpenID Connect Core 1.0, 3.1.1
Authorisation Code Flow Steps

17

11.12.1 The OAuth 2.0 Authorisation
Framework, 2.1 Client Types

https://openid.net/specs/openidconnect-core1_0.html#CodeFlowSteps
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749
#section-2.1

18

11.12.2 Proof Key for Code Exchange by OAuth
Public Clients

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7636

19

11.12.2 Financial API - Part 1: Read Only API
Security Profile, 5.2.3 Public Client

20

12.3.1

OWASP Top 10, Top 10 Web Application
Security Risks

https://openid.net/specs/openidfinancial-api-part-1ID2.html#public-client
https://owasp.org/www-projecttop-ten/

21

Others

OAuth 2.0 Security Best Current Practice

https://tools.ietf.org/id/draft-ietfoauth-security-topics-16.html

22

Others

OAuth 2.0 – Client Credentials

23

Others

24

Others

OAuth 2.0 – Mutual TLS Client
Authentication and Certificate Bound
Access Tokens
OpenID Connect Core 1.0, 3.1.3.6 ID
Token

https://www.oauth.com/oauth2servers/access-tokens/clientcredentials/
https://tools.ietf.org/id/draft-ietfoauth-mtls07.html#SenderConstrainedAccess
https://openid.net/specs/openidconnect-core1_0.html#CodeIDToken

14

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7519
#section-2
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